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XXI. THE VIOLONCELLO 
 

In this chapter is discussed how and when the violoncello originated in Italy, when it came 

into use in Germany and how the instrument could be played. An attempt is also made to 

clarify the confused picture that German treatises from the time of Bach seem to give of the 

size and playing method of the cello. Tuning, tonal range and bowing technique are dis-

cussed. Subsequently, the type(s) of cello possibly used by Bach in Leipzig is examined. Fi-

nally, by consulting various manuscripts of Bach’s music, it is investigated whether the cello 

was the 'standard' continuo instrument for his church works from Leipzig. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Jan Brueghel the elder, Boda campestre (country wedding, ca. 1612). 

Museo nacional del Prado, Madrid, nr. P01441. 

Detail with a horizontally played bass instrument; see fig. 6. 

1. What is a violoncello, when was it introduced in Germany and how 

could it be played? 

The stringing of low bowed instruments 
The strings of string instruments were made of lamb's or sheep's gut. The frequency ƒ of the 

tone is given by the formula 𝑓 =
𝑐

ℓ
√

σ

ρ
where ℓ = the string length, σ (sigma) = the string ten-
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sion, ρ (rho) = the string density, and c = a constant. 1 For low string instruments it is espe-

cially important that they can reproduce the required low tones with sufficient volume and 

sound quality. It follows from the formula that a tone with a low frequency f (a low tone) re-

quires  

 

- a low string tension σ (but not too low, otherwise the sound volume would be too 

weak); 

- a large string density ρ (thick strings produce lower tones); 

- a large string length ℓ (longer strings produce lower tones).  

 

In order to give that low tone sufficient volume, the sound box must also be of sufficient size 

for the required resonance. Large instruments are good for the low tones: one can use longer 

and thicker strings with less tension.  

The rise of the violoncello; wire-wound strings 
Already before 1600 cello-like bass violins were built in Italy, 8'-bass instruments of the brac-

cio-family, with a lowest string in C; also after 1670 such instruments were built and used. In 

France, the lowest string on the (Petite) Basse de Violon was tuned to B1 flat.  Like most instru-

ments of the braccio family, they usually had four strings of sheep's gut and were made in var-

ious sizes; the most common ones had a body size of about 80 cm and were thus larger than 

today's celli. The names were confusing. Large bass violins could be called Basso (di) viola, Vi-

olone, Violone da brazzo in Italy, smaller ones Viola da brazzo, Viola da braccio, Violone piccolo or 

Basso da brazzo. The name Violoncello was virtually unknown before 1670.  

Around 1655, the first strings to be wound with metal wire (usually silver) were 

made, possibly by someone called 'Goretsky'. 2 Approximately ten years later, these were 

probably used in Bologna for low strin instruments (violins). Due to the much higher string 

density ρ, shorter strings would suffice to achieve sufficient volume for the lowest tones, and 

thus smaller instruments would do. The new smaller violones from the braccio-family with 

wound lowest strings were soon called Violoncelli. 3 They had (and still have) mostly four 

strings tuned as C-G-d-a and gradually found their way throughout Italy and beyond. Be-

cause the lowest strings were less thick, they were easier to press down, making tuning in 

fifths more feasible. The name Violoncello became common in Italy between 1670 and 1700 

and could be adopted locally much later. 4 In Germany the violoncello was apparently intro-

duced around 1700 (see § 2). Cellos in Italy and Germany always had four or five strings, in 

France - according to Sébastien de Brossard - five or six. C The lower strings were, just as on 

the present-day cello, usually tuned C-G-d-a, so one octave lower than the viola. A possible 

                                                      
1 The information in § 1 is, if not otherwise stated, derived from Stephen Bonta, "From Violone to Vio-

loncello: A Question of Strings?", Journal of the American Musical Instrument Society 3, 1977, p. 64-99 and 

Marc Vanscheeuwijck, "Recent re-evaluations of the Baroque cello and what they might mean for per-

forming the music of J. S. Bach", Early Music 38/2, 2010, p. 181-192. 
2 Oliver Webber, "Real Gut Strings: Some New Experiments in Historical Stringing", [The Consort 55, 

1999, p. 3-29]; The Italian Viola Da Gamba, proceedings of the International Symposium on the Italian Viola da 

Gamba 2000, ed. Susan Orlando, Solignac / Torino 2002, p. 169, endnote E. 
3 Bonta 1977, p. 77-99.  
4 Ibid., p. 86f. 
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fifth string was usually tuned in e1, sometimes in d1. But other tunings occurred as well, with 

the lowest strings tuned in D or G. 5 

Older cello-like instruments without overspun strings could be called even-aged vio-

loncello after 1700; this could vary locally. 6 

 

 
Fig. 2. Philip Mercier, Frederick, Prince of Wales, and his sisters, 1733.  

London, National Portrait Gallery, NPG 1556. 

How the violoncello could be played 
In Germany, cellos could be played 

1. da gamba: between the legs (fig. 1 and 2), possibly supported on a bench (as shown 

in fig. 3 with an apparently hybrid instrument from the time before 1670) or a wooden 

peg;  

2. standing, where a bench or a wooden peg provided a comfortable height (Fig. 4);  

3. da spalla: (on the shoulder (fig. 5) or in front of the chest, hanging from a button or a 

strap around the neck (fig. 6). 7 

 

                                                      
5 Marc Vanscheeuwijck, "The Baroque Cello and its performance", Performance Practice Review 9/1, 

1996, p. 80. 
6 Agnes Kory, Tenor Violin or Tenor Cello? Problems of Identification and Repertoire (thesis), Manchester 

2018, p. 44f. 
7 Dmitry Badiarov, "The Violoncello, Viola da Spalla and Viola Pomposa in Theory and Practice", Gal-

pin Society Journal 60, 2007, p. 133f. 
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Fig. 3. David Teniers II, The painter and his family, ca. 1645.  

 Gemäldegalerie der Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. 

 

Fig. 4. Bernard Picard, Musician, detail, 1701. 
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Fig. 5 and 6. On the left: Stefano Ghirardini (?), Concertino, c. 1730.  

Right: Jan Brueghel the elder, Boda campestre, 1612. Detail of fig. 1. 

 

In this study the first two ways of playing will be called vertical, and the latter horizontal. 

According to Jean Rousseau (1687), in Italy the violoncello was played more horizontally and 

in France the Basse de Violon vertically. A Besides geographical differences in tradition, the 

playing style depended on the size of the instrument and the preference of the player. For 

solo playing the instrument was often played da spalla or da gamba, for ripieno playing it was 

played standing up. The vertical style of playing became increasingly popular in the course 

of the 18th century. In music for the cello, the playing style was never specified: the com-

poser apparently left it up to the player. 8 

 

A violoncello is a bass instrument from the braccio family, usually with four 

strings tuned as C-G-d-a. The use of metal-wire covered lowest strings al-

lowed the instrument to be relatively small and still produce low tones with 

sufficient eloquence. In the first half of the 18the century, the violoncello could 

be played both horizontally and vertically, depending on its size and the pref-

erence of its player.  
 

                                                      
8 Ibid. 
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2. What is known about the size and playing style of the cello in Ger-

many at the time of Bach? 

Information on the cello in German treatises 
At the beginning of the 18th century the cello was apparently still little known in Germany. 

Daniel Speer (1687 and 1697), Georg Falck der Ältere (1688), Daniel Merck (1695), Tomáš 

Baltazar Janowka (1701), Friderich Erhard Niedt (1717), Wolfgang Caspar Printz (1714) and 

Moritz ('Mauritius') Vogt (1719) mentioned the violone, but not yet the cello. 

The Italian Bartolomeo Bismantova already mentioned the instrument in 1694 but the 

Bohemian Janowka did not (yet) in 1701, while both described the same special type of vio-

lone. According to Bismantova, the cello was played horizontally: he called the instrument a 

Violoncello da Spalla. According to him, the lowest string was not tuned in C, but in D. B In 

France, it seems to follow from Brossard's Dictionnaire (1703) that the violoncello was regarded 

as a Quinte de violon, an instrument that can probably be seen as a large viola played horizon-

tally, or a five- or six-string Petite basse de violon, a smaller form of the vertically played Basse 

de violon with extra strings. C Johann Gottfried Walther (1708) from Weimar, who wrote his 

Praecepta in the year in which Bach was appointed to Weimar, described the violoncello as a 

horizontally played instrument with four strings, tuned C-G-d-a. Because of its weight, it 

was hung from a clothes button. D 

Johann Mattheson (1713) caused much confusion with his description. Under the 

heading Violoncello he mentioned "der [...] Violoncello, die Bassa Viola und Viola di Spala". 

These were all three "kleine Bass-Geigen", which were easier to play than larger instruments. 
E Mattheson then only gave a description of the Viola di Spala, which he also called Schulter-

Viole. It would not have been attached to a button, but with a strap; carried on the right 

shoulder was another possibility. With the term kleine Bass-Geigen, Mattheson made the dis-

tinction from the grosse Bass-Geigen, or violones, clear. It is not clear whether "mit 5 auch wol 

6. Sayten" refers to the cello or to the violone. From 1730 onwards various authors apparently 

struggled with Mattheson's authority: they quoted him largely, including the ambiguities, 

but often changed his text slightly. 

Walther (1732) quoted Mattheson, noting that cellos had five or six strings, but added 

the tuning of the four-string cello, as before in 1708: "Die viersäitigten werden wie eine Viola, 

C.G.d.a. gestimmt". A Viola Basso was according to Walther "eine Viola di gamba". And this 

was apparently the same instrument as the Basse de Viole, namely "eine kleine Baß-Geige; Vi-

oladigamba". Perhaps he meant the instrument Mattheson called a Basso Viola. Walther did 

not give a tuning. F Joseph Friederich Bernhard Caspar Majer (1732) also quoted Mattheson 

literally. G However, he did not copy the passage about the five or six strings, but changed it 

into: "gemeinlich mit 4 starken Saiten bezogen". After the description of the Viola di Spala he 

also added: "von vielen aber wird sie zwischen beeden Beinen gehalten". He gave the tuning 

as C-G-d-a, but the drawing he placed next to the cello was that of a viol, probably a Bassa 

Viola. Majer also mentioned a so-called Fagottgeige. It is remarkable that here he actually de-

scribed the Viola di spalla again. Daniel Speer also mentioned such an instrument (Viola di Fag-

otto). H Possibly it was a much smaller instrument; there is no drawing. 

The only change to Mattheson's quotation Barnickel made in the lexicon of the  

brothers Johann Christoph and Johann David Stössel in 1737, was that besides 5- and 6-string 

celli, 3-string [sic] ones would have existed. I Johann Philipp Eisel (1738) first quoted Matthe-
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son with his Viola di Spala. J Then he described the Basso Viola. This would have been a sepa-

rate instrument that was mainly used in France. Apparently he was talking about the Basse de 

Viole, or bass viol. Subsequently, Eisel described the violoncello as an instrument with four or 

five strings, after which he, like Majer, restricted himself to the most common type with four 

strings; the highest attainable tone would have been a d1, and not an a1 as according to Wal-

ther. Johann Heinrich Zedler differed from Mattheson in the number of strings: it would 

have been four, five or six. He then gave the well-known tuning of the four-string cello. K Af-

ter Bach's death the cello was described by a.o. Johann Joachim Quantz (1752), L Jakob Ad-

lung (1758), M Leopold Mozart (1756), N and Johann Samuel Petri (1767/1782). O 

The cello according to Mattheson 

According to Mattheson in 1713 cellos had five or six strings, and was he therefore  

quoting Brossard? That is how contemporary researchers usually read it. 9 The relevant pas-

sage by Mattheson reads as follows: 

The excellent violoncello, the bassa viola and viola di spala, are small bass violins/ in compari-

son to the larger ones/ with 5 or even 6 strings/ on which one can do all kinds of quick things/ 

variations and embellishments with easier work than on the large machines.  

(Der hervorragende Violoncello, the Bassa Viola und Viola di Spala, sind kleine Bass-

Geigen/ in Vergleichung der grössern/ mit 5 auch wol 6. Sayten/ worauff man mit 

leichterer Arbeit als auff den grossen Machinen allerhand geschwinde Sachen / Varia-

tiones und Mannieren machen kan.) 

However, one can also read that not the cello, but the violones (‘in comparison to the larger 

ones’) had five or six strings, in contrast to the cello. D These numbers ‘five or six’ were men-

tioned in Germany in the descriptions of the Deutsche Violone (G-violone), for instance by 

Quantz (see § XXII.2). If this interpretation is correct, it is obvious that Mattheson meant a 

four-string cello, otherwise the mentioning of five or six strings on the violone would have 

been meaningless. Mattheson's wording concerning the three instruments mentioned can be 

interpreted in different ways. Walther apparently only knew the horizontal cello in 1708. 

Nevertheless, this smaller instrument was less common: pictures of cellos played da spalla 

have mainly survived from Italy (Fig. 4a), but not from Germany, and few instruments of this 

type have survived unchanged (for the instruments of Johann Christian Hoffmann see § 3). A 

phrase from Mattheson's Grosse General-Bass-Schule of 1731 may provide some clarity. P Ac-

cording to the passage in question, the bass in the harpsichord was to be transposed down an 

octave if no "durchdringende Instrumente, als eine Viola di Spala oder ein Violoncello, 

Beistand leisten". It follows that the violoncello and the viola da spalla must have been (by 

now?) different instruments. Mattheson did not (or no longer) mention the Basso Viola.  

A possible interpretation that does justice to all the descriptions given above is the 

following: Violoncelli (in a general sense) could be distinguished in (at least) three subcatego-

ries:  

 

1. The Viola di Spala was a small cello with four or five strings, played horizontally.  

                                                      
9 Vanscheeuwijck 1996, p. 89; Lambert Smit, "Towards a more consistent and more historical view of 

Bach's Violoncello", Chelys 32, 2004, p. 45-56; later revised as "Towards a different, possibly more his-

torical view of Bach's Violoncello" [www.lambertsmit.com], p. 4; Badiarov 2007, p. 135; Vanscheeu-

wijck 2010, p. 181. 
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2. The Violoncello (in the narrow sense) had four strings, was larger than the Viola di 

Spala and was played standing up or between the knees vertically.  

3. The Basso Viola was identical to the French Basse de Viole (bass viol), which was played 

between the knees like any other viol.  

The horizontal and vertical modes of playing 
The conclusion that can be drawn from all the treatises mentioned is that the violoncello, 

probably also depending on its size, could be played both horizontally and vertically. The 

horizontal way of playing was apparently the oldest in Germany. Apparently in 1708 Wal-

ther only knew the horizontally played cello. From practical considerations it must be as-

sumed that such a cello must have been smaller than the usual vertically played cello (body 

length ca. 75 cm; see below), but larger than a viola (body length ca. 40 cm). Such instru-

ments (called 'small celli' here for simplicity) have survived quite widely, but it is not obvi-

ous that they were played horizontally. Agnes Kory collected 37 images of 'small celli' from 

the period 1500 to 1780, from six countries, including Germany. 10  In these, 5 instruments are 

22 played vertically, 10 horizontally, and 5 not played at all. About 30% of the 'small celli' de-

picted in these images were thus played da spalla, and these cover the entire Baroque period 

(1600-1750). This indicates that the horizontal method of playing on 'small celli' may there-

fore have been less common than the vertical one. This is especially true for Germany, since 

no pictures of horizontally played instruments originate from Germany. 

The vertical way of playing gained more ground in the first half of the 18th century 

and changed in the course of time from standing, with the cello on a peg or a table, to sitting, 

clasped between the legs. The oldest celli had four or five strings; eventually only the four-

string ones remained, with a fixed tuning of C-G-d-a.  

Preserved and reconstructed instruments 
Until ca. 1707 Antonio Stradivari built his Forma A cellos, which had a body length of ca. 80 

cm. Between 1707 and 1710 he developed the Forma B model, which he considered the per-

fect design for the cello. The Forma B cellos are four-string with a body height of about 76 cm 

and are more or less identical to the 'baroque cellos' that are often used nowadays. They have 

a shorter and more upright neck than the modern cello, a shorter fingerboard, a thinner sta-

ple, a thinner bass bar, a lower and differently shaped bridge, and usually no end pin. 11 

Giuseppe Guarneri (filius Andreae) also built such instruments. Forma B-celli were intro-

duced at the court in Dresden and quickly gained popularity in Germany. They were almost 

certainly played vertically. The Stradivari-based instruments had a brilliant, 'trumpet-like' 

tone, and were less curved than the celli of Andrea Amati and Jacobus Stainer, which pro-

duced a more 'flute-like' sound. 12 Many surviving instruments were apparently modified in 

later years, so they do not offer a reliable picture of their original state.  

The fame of Stradivari and Guarneri mainly settled around 1800; it is therefore ques-

tionable whether their instruments really had so much influence on the development of the 

violoncello in the first centuries of the eighteenth century. 

                                                      
10 Kory 2018, p. 109-146. 
11 Vanscheeuwijck 1996, p. 80. 
12 Siegbert Rampe / Dominik Sackmann, Bachs Orchestermusik, Kassel 2000, p. 294. 
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Bowing technique and tonal range 
Depictions of cellists in Germany between 1700 and 1750 show underhand bowing during 

the entire period. It is only after 1730 that half of the pictures show overhand bowing. The 

advantage of playing underhand was that the hair tension could be regulated with the fin-

gers. This was not possible with an overhead string, as there were no screws. 13 In Germany, 

celli played vertically were probably bowed underhand until 1723, after which this changed 

gradually. 14 

According to Majer and Eisel, the highest attainable tone on the four-string cello was 

a d1. But according to Walther (1732) and Zedler, an a1 was attainable. A d1 could be reached 

directly, an a1 only by experienced players, with position shifts on the fourth string. On a 5-

string cello these high notes are much easier to reach, but Walther explicitly refers to a 4-

string cello.  

 

The horizontal way of playing was apparently the oldest in Germany. The 

vertical way of playing changed over time: first standing, with the cello on a 

peg or a table, later sitting, clasped between the legs. The oldest cellos had 

four or five strings; this number evolved to four with the fixed tuning C-G-d-a. 

Only after 1730 did overhead bowing come into fashion.  
 

3. What is known about Bach's violoncelli in the two main churches in 

Leipzig? 

Violoncelli in Bach's churches 

Bach already used cellos in Mühlhausen, Weimar and Köthen. In Mühlhausen, in Gott ist 

mein König BWV 71, he wrote for a cello that, in view of the range of the part, must have been 

a four-string G-d-a-e1, possibly with a fifth unused lowest string in C. This may have been a 

small instrument that, in accordance with Walther's description from the same year (1708), 

was probably played horizontally. The part is notated in the soprano key. The cellos in BWV 

4.1 and 150 are also notated in treble clef. 15  

According to court chapel accounts, Bach had a cello by Giuseppe Guarneri at his dis-

posal in Weimar; in Köthen an inventory list of 1773 shows a cello by Stainer of 1650 and two 

cellos by the Leipzig instrument maker Johann Christian Hoffmann of 1715 and 1720. 16 

Around 1706, Guarneri built cellos with a body length of about 75 cm. 17 Stainer's instrument 

dates from the time before the introduction of the overspun strings, and will therefore proba-

bly have had a larger corpus length. A surviving four-string Stainer bass violin from 1655 

                                                      
13 Mark Smith, "The cello bow held the violway; once common, now almost forgotten", 1995, Chelys 24, 

p. 54-57, [http://vdgs.org.uk/chelys/24chelys1995.pdf]. 
14 Vanscheeuwijck 2010, p. 182f. 
15 Ulrich Prinz, Johann Sebastian Bach's Instrumentarium, Kassel 2005, p. 568f. 
16 Ibid., p. 559f. 
17 W.H Hill, A.F Hill and A.E. Hill, The Violin-makers of the Guarneri Family, 1931, p. 157; Verband 

Schweizerischer Geigenbauer, Alte Meistergeigen III, Frankfurt am Main 1979, p. 209; Robin Aitchison / 

Sarah Mnatzaganian, "What is a full-sized cello?", 2008 [www.aitchisoncellos.com/publications/cello-

and-bow-articles/ technical-articles-about-the-cello/what-is-a-full-sized-cello], s.p. 
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had a body length of 80 cm. 18 In view of their size, these instruments were probably played 

vertically. Hoffmann made celli in various sizes: small, probably horizontally playable in-

struments with a body length of 34 cm (Viola da spalla) and about 45.5 cm (Violoncello piccolo) 

and probably vertically played celli with a body length of 69 and 75 cm respectively. 19 At the 

time of his appointment to the post in Leipzig, Bach was therefore at least familiar with the 

vertical, but probably from Mühlhausen also with the horizontal method of playing the cello. 

Johann Kuhnau, his predecessor in Leipzig, wrote about a violone in 1701, but not yet 

about cellos in the two main churches in Leipzig. 20 He mentioned the instrument for the first 

time in 1709. Apparently he then had (at least) two "Violoncellos" at his disposal, for which, 

however, he had no good players available. Q Bach must have come across these instruments 

in 1723 and immediately prescribed them: in the surviving parts of the cantata Du wahrer 

Gott und Davids Sohn BWV 23.2, performed during his test piece, there are two for cello 

(St.16/22 and 23) (in addition to a cello part from Köthen, St.16/24), which shows that he had 

at least two cellos at his disposal. These instruments date from before 1710, when Walther 

described only horizontally played cellos; whether they were really played horizontally or 

vertically is not known. Considering the parts Bach wrote for them, it is clear that they must 

have had four strings tuned C-G-d-a; a possible fifth string was not needed, but may of 

course have been present.   

About the size of Bach's celli in 1723 one can learn something by looking at Bach's vio-

loncello piccolo, which was possibly identical, but in any case related, to the violoncello da brac-

cia, which suggests horizontal use. 21 Bach used this instrument in 1724 in his cantatas for ob-

ligato cello parts (i.e. not for continuo parts). More information on the use of the Violoncello 

piccolo by Bach can be found in chapter XXVII (Special string instruments), § 4 (The violoncello 

piccolo). Surviving 'small celli' by Hoffmann had a corpus length of only about 45.5 cm. How-

ever, they were all built after 1730. Nevertheless, if Bach's violoncello piccolo already had this 

size in 1724, then Bach's ordinary celli in 1723 must have been significantly larger, otherwise 

the term piccolo would have been meaningless. One can think of larger horizontally played 

celli (ca. 55 cm, see below) or large vertically played instruments (ca. 75 cm).  

In the writings of Mattheson (1713), Walther (1732) and Eisel (1738) (see § XXII.2) one 

can read that the violone was about twice the size of the violoncello. As large violones had a 

body size of ca. 110 cm (§ XXII.3), violoncelli should have had a body size of about 55 cm. This 

size would be expected for tenor violins: 22 it lies exactly between the normal corpus lengths 

of violas (40 cm) and bass violins (celli, 75 cm) (such as Andreas Jaïs' surviving instrument 

from 1713, Fig. 7). 23 On tenor violins, a tuning of G-d-a-e1 is obvious. Agnes Kory shows that 

this tuning is found in the music literature not only with Bach (BWV 71, Mühlhausen), but 

                                                      
18 Verband Schweizerischer Geigenbauer, Alte Meistergeigen VIII, Frankfurt am Main 1982, p. 151. 
19 Cf. Chapter XXVII (Special string instruments), § 4 (The Violoncello piccolo). 
20 Arnold Schering, Musikgeschichte Leipzigs, Bd. II, Leipzig 1926, p. 114. 
21 In 1762 the publisher Johann Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf listed 41 compositions for a violoncello pic-

colo, ô violoncello da braccia. Vanscheeuwijck 2010, p. 187. 
22 By ‘tenor violin’ is also meant a large viola, with the normal viola tuning c-g-d1-a1. Zie Kory 2018, p. 

12 
23 This is consistent with Lambert Smit's suggestion that Bach in Leipzig used horizontally played celli 

with a corpus length of more than 50 cm. Lambert Smit, “Violone da brazzo, Violoncello da braccio, 

Bassa Viola, Viola da spalla, Schulter-Viole etc.: a four-string C-G-d-a cello”, 2007 [www.lam-

bertsmit.com], p. 3f. 
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also with other composers, including in particular Luigi Boccherini. 24 In Leipzig, however, 

the cellos must have had the bass tuning C-G-d-a, given the tonal range of Bach's continuo 

parts. If this tuning was to be realized on celli with a body length of about 55 cm, these in-

struments must have had a moderate bass. It is obvious then that Bach always had an (8'-) 

violone play along for a spacious bass. 25  

 

 
Fig. 7. Andreas Jais, four string violoncello, Tölz 1713, corpus length 57 cm. 

Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg, nr. MIR838. 

 

In 1729, when by far the majority of Bach's cantatas had already been performed for the first 

time, a new string quartet, built by Hoffmann, was acquired for St. Thomas Church. Its cello 

was described as: 26 

1. the same (= new) fine violoncello with a bow made of Pernambuco wood. These 4 pieces were 

purchased in 1729 and are in the cupboard on the choir, to which the cantor has the key. 

(1. dergleichen (= new) fein ViolonCello mit Bogen von Fermanbock. Diese 4 Stücke sind anno 

1729. angeschafft, sind in der Köthe auf den Chor worzu der Cantor den Schlüßel hat.) 

The Thomaskirche still has a cello in its possession which is thought to be this Hoffmann cello; 

however, that is not the case. "Das Violoncello TK2 ist eine Arbeit der Mittenwalder Schule 

um die Mitte bis zweite Hälfte des 18. Jahrhunderts", says Christine Kröhner. 27 So Bach 

probably never knew this instrument. 

                                                      
24 Kory 2018, p. 205ff. 
25 Smit 2004, p. 3. Smit also notes that Bach's cello suites often contain slurs, which are much easier to 

perform with violin fingerings on a horizontally played cello without position shifts than on a verti-

cally played cello. 
26 BD II, no. 272, p. 199.  
27 Christine Kröhner, "Die Streichinstrumente der Leipziger Thomaskirche aus Bachs Amtszeit", Bericht 

über die Wissenschaftliche Konferenz zum V. Internationalen Bachfest der DDR, 1985, hrsg. v. Winfried 

Hoffmann und Armin Schneiderheinze, Leipzig 1988, p. 162. The violins TK1 and NK5 still exist, as 

well as a viola. See also Dokumente GLT X/C 45, p. 348, XI/C 4A/B, p. 528ff. and XI/C 44, p. 570. 
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Hoffmann probably knew Stradivari's instruments from the court in Dresden. The surviving 

violins and violas in Hoffman's quartet from the Thomaskirche are based on the instruments 

of this builder. It is therefore obvious that the same applies to the cello. 28 This must have 

been a vertically played cello with a body height of about 76 cms. 29 As was mentioned, Bach 

knew such cellos from his previous work circles. In an inventory list of 1789 for the Thom-

askirche, the Hoffmann cello was still referred to as '1. Violoncello mit einem Schraubbogen 

von Hoffmannische Arbeit' (One violoncello with a screw-bow made by Hoffmann); the old cellos 

by Kuhnau were not mentioned (any more). Another inventory list from 1784 shows that the 

Nikolaikirche also possessed a complete string quartet by Hoffmann, including a "Violoncello 

mit einem Schraubenbogen von Hofmann". This indicates that the Nikolaikirche was also al-

lowed to purchase a string quartet by Hoffmann as early as 1729, although there are no fur-

ther indications of this. In 1823 both churches had two cellos at their disposal, indicated by 

the codes NK1 and NK2 respectively TK1 and TK2; in the Thomaskirche these must have been 

the Hoffmann cello and the Mittenwalder cello. 30 Both Hoffmann instruments were appar-

ently lost later on. 

If it is true that the old cellos of Kuhnau were small instruments da spalla with a cor-

pus length of about 55 cm, then the new cellos had a much better sound in the bass register. 

One may suppose that from then on the playing of the (8'-) violone would be less compel-

ling. The increasing number of parts specifically for cello and violone can be explained this 

way: the violone became an instrument for special cases, such as large ensembles. In the first 

versions of the duet from BWV 78 (§ XXII.4), (small) celli and the violone could then have 

played the continuo part together. In the re-performance with a large cello, the violone was 

generally less necessary. But in the duet Bach could have improved the intended effect with 

a simplified violone part. It remains speculation, however. An argument against the use of 

small cellos before 1729 could be that in 1730 Bach wrote in his memorandum that he needed 

two cellists. R That would have been strange: these cellos were after all unequal: a vertically 

played large cello and a horizontally played small one. One may also assume that Bach al-

ready used large instruments in 1723, for instance from his own instrument collection or 

from that of a city musician. The inventory after Bach's death mentions two violoncelli; it is 

not known when they came into Bach's possession. 31  

In the inventories of the Thomasschule, two Violons de Braz were listed between the vio-

lins and the violone(s) throughout the period of 1723-1750. The question arises whether these 

were small cellos or violas. Violas (viole da braccio) are more likely, because the absence of the 

latter on the list would otherwise be strange. 32 Besides, within the framework of this study, 

the school instruments are less interesting than those for both churches.  

The conclusion must be that it is unknown whether the cellos between 1723 and 1729 

were horizontally played instruments with a body size of about 55 cm, or vertically played 

with a body size of about 75 cm. 

                                                      
Perhaps the cello still existing in the Thomaskirche is the "Violoncello nebst Bogen", which was pur-

chased by Johann Friedrich Doles for the Thomaskirche in 1756. Dokumente GLT X/C 14, p. 324. 
28 Kai Köpp, Streichinstrumente und ihre Spielpraxis, in Rampe 2000, p. 292-302, p. 302. 
29 Only two instruments by Hoffmann are known of ‘ordinary’ cellos; their corpus lengths are 68 (JCH 

7, 1720) and 75 cm (JCH 20, 1729). Cf. chapter XXVII. 
30 Kröhner 1988, p. 156.  
31 BD II, no. 627, p. 493. Perhaps he used Kuhnaus old (small) cellos in 1724 as violoncelli piccoli, alt-

hough they were larger than Hoffmann's later instruments. 
32 Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, Zweiter Band, Leipzig21916 , p. 774. 
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The range of Bach's cello 
The Kunstgeiger did not play bass instruments in Bach's churches. The cellists were - certainly 

until 1730 - students at the Thomasschule. S Like many of Bach's singers and players, they were 

not professional musicians. This does not alter the fact that Bach's continuo parts show that 

he often expected a considerable degree of virtuosity from them. But Bach's private pupils 

also played the cello, as is evident from Bach's letters of recommendation for Georg Gottfried 

Wagner in 1730 and Johann Christoph Altnickol in 1747. 33 

Without position shifts, the notes a to d1 can be reached on the highest string (as de-

scribed by Majer and Eisel, § 2). With position shifts, the notes e1 to a1 can also be reached 

(according to Walther 1732 and Zedler, § 2). Tones above a1 are only possible with the later 

thumb techniques of Luigi Boccherini and the Duport brothers. Bach's parts usually go no 

higher than g1, accessible on the a string (4e position); the much more difficult to play a1 also 

occurs occasionally, in 

 

- BWV 70/3 (Violoncello obligato part St 95/12, re-performed 1731).  

- BWV 243.2/10 (score)  

Fig. 8a/b. BWV 243.2/10, score, m.1, 2 resp. m. 12, 13. 

 

- In the Magnificat in E-flat BWV 243.1 (m. 12) the highest note in the bassetto part, con-

sisting entirely of long notes, is b-flat1, played by violins and violas. In the second ver-

sion of the Magnificat in D BWV 243.2 the highest note is expected to be an a1; how-

ever, Bach now gives the part to Cont. e Violoncelli senza Violone e Bassoni, i.e. to organ, 

harpsichord and cellos (fig. 8).BWV 42/6, a.o. m. 2. The high a1 is found in the vio-

lone(!) part St 3/15 (see Chapter XXII) and in the figured continuo part St 3/13. 

- BWV 46/1 (figured continuo part St 78/13), m. 104. 

- BWV 69.1/1 (almost non-figured continuo part), m. 115f. ; the bassoon pauses. 

- BWV 117/1 (score), m. 73. 

- BWV 77/1 (score, unison with the viola), m. 7 (fig. 9). Here even a c2 is requested! 

                                                      
33 BD I, no. 15 and 16, p. 48 and 49; ibid. no. 81, p. 148. 
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- In the Matthäus-Passion BWV 244.2/27a, the cellists had to play along with the other 

strings according to the score; they even had to play an e2 from the alto clef part. 
 

 
Fig. 9. BWV 77/1, score, continuo system in viola key, m. 6-10. 

 

This list contains quite a few uncertainties.  

 

- BWV 70/3 is an aria with a part for Violoncello obligato; a separate part was made for 

this (fig. 10). 

 

 
Fig. 10. BWV 70/3, part Violoncello obligato, beginning. 

 

But actually this is no more than an embellished version of the continuo part (fig. 11):  
 

 
Fig. 11. BWV 70, mov. 3, Continuo part, beginning. 

 

It is possible that the term obligato here means: to be played on a violoncello piccolo. In 

this way, the high a1 in this part would be much easier to realise. The player of the or-

dinary cello could continue to play continuo from the continuo part.  

- In BWV 42/6, 46/1 and 69.1/1 the part is in a figured continuo part, which was in any 

case meant for the harpsichordist. Whether the cellist played from it is not certain. 

- The part(s) of BWV 117/1 are missing, so we do not know whether the high parts 

were notated at all in the cello part.  

- The same applies to BWV 77/1; the continuo line in the score has two different forms 

in this opening chorus: m. 7 is situated in a section that lacks a bass part. The con-

tinuo notated in the alto key follows the viola part, which forms a kind of bassetto. A 

c2 is not playable on a four-string cello in Bach's time. It is obvious that here only or-

gan and harpsichord played (the score was figured too; apparently Bach played the 

harpsichord from the score); other continuo players could know that they only had to 

play if the music was notated in the bass clef. 34 In those sections where the continuo 

                                                      
34 Cf. Karl Hochreither, Zur Aufführungspraxis der Vokal-Instrumentalwerke Johann Sebastian Bachs, Berlin 

1983, p. 21f., who quotes Petri on the violone. 
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line is notated in bass clef the continuo plays the chorale melody in long note values 

(see in the detail above m. 9 and 10). Here the cello must have played along.  

- In BWV 244.2/27a Bach seems to have realised that an e2 is too high: the continuo part 

does not include the viola part.  

- Finally, the score of 243.2/10 explicitly states that the continuo part should be played 

by the cellists (plural!). However, the parts are missing, so it is not known how this 

was worked out in the scores.  

 

In general, Bach wrote almost no notes above g1 for the cello. 35 

 

The cellos that Bach used for his continuo were probably vertically played in-

struments with four strings C-G-d-a and a body length of about 76 cm. The 

cellists had to be able to play virtuoso on these instruments from C to g1. Pos-

sibly Bach only had smaller instruments at his disposal in the early years up 

to about 1730. For obligato cello parts he usually used the much smaller, al-

most certainly horizontally played violoncello piccolo. 
 

4. How did Bach use the violoncello in his church works in Leipzig? 

Cantatas from Weimar and Köthen, partly reused in Leipzig 
In Mühlhausen the cello was not a continuo instrument, but part of the string section. In Wei-

mar Bach wrote relatively many parts especially for violoncello. The music of some cantatas 

has been lost; 36 of others, only the score has survived. 37 In half of these scores the cello is ex-

plicitly mentioned. 38 Cello parts have survived of all the cantatas from Weimar of which the 

scores have been preserved, with the exception of BWV 63. 39 In these cantatas the cello was 

used in various ways:  

 

- as part of the string section, in addition to a violone as a continuo instrument; 40 

- as a continuo instrument alongside the violone; 41 

- as a continuo instrument, probably without a violone; 42 

- as a ripieno instrument, so only together with other instruments; in other places the 

organ accompanied without the cello. 43 

 

Only the cantatas BWV 54 and 132 (and maybe 152) were probably not reused in Leipzig, the 

others were. The cello was exclusively used in Leipzig as a continuo instrument that played 

                                                      
35 With the exception of solo parts for violoncello piccolo. 
36 BWV 70.1, 80.1, 147(a) en 186 (a). 
37 BWV 12, 54, 61, 132, 152, 155, 161, 163 and 165. 
38 BWV 61, 132, 163 and 165. 
39 BWV 18, 21.1, 31.1, 63, 162.1, 172.1, 182, 185.1 and 199.1. 
40 BWV 182 and 199.1. 
41 BWV 18, 162.1 and 185.1. 
42 BWV 21.1 and 172.1. 
43 BWV 31.1. 
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along with everything. The old cello parts of BWV 18, 21.1 and 184.1 (from Köthen) remained 

in use as continuo parts, but kept the name Violoncello; the same applied to BWV 172.1 (at the 

performance in 1724). For BWV 31.2, 162.2, 182, 185.2 and BWV 172.3 (at the performance in 

1731) new parts had to be made, a.o. because in Leipzig the music sounded in Kammerton 

and therefore had to be notated higher; for BWV 199.2 this had already happened in Köthen. 

The new parts were also given the name Violoncello. 44 The same probably applies to the new 

Violoncello part for BWV 147, of which the old parts have been lost. For BWV 31.2 there was 

another reason why a new part had to be made. In Weimar the cello was played only as a ri-

pieno instrument but in Leipzig Bach followed the new standard procedure, in which the 

cello played everything as part of the continuo. For his trial performance in Leipzig in 1723, 

Bach made cello parts for cantatas BWV 22 and 23.1,2 - probably still largely in Köthen. 

As in Leipzig Bach almost always called his continuo parts Continuo, even those for 

organ, it is remarkable that the continuo parts for the Weimar cantatas in Leipzig were so of-

ten called Violoncello, although the parts do not differ in any way from the other continuo 

parts. The name Violoncello must simply have been copied from the old parts during tran-

scription, although the new parts were in principle suitable for all continuo instruments. 

The cello in Leipzig scores and parts 
From the time he started his regular cantata cycles in Leipzig until he stopped composing 

them around 1730, Bach did not - as far as can be ascertained today write  any continuo part 

specifically for the cello. In some scores he did differentiate between cellos and other con-

tinuo instruments. The first example is found in the Johannes-Passion BWV 245.1,4 (1724 or 

1725). In the opening chorus "Herr unser Herrscher" the continuo line is split in the score: Vi-

oloncelli e Bassoni play eighths, while Org e Violone play a simplified version of two quarters 

per measure (fig. 12). All the surviving continuo parts only have eighths; the parts for organ 

and violone with quarters have not survived. 

 

  
Fig. 12. BWV 245.4, score, mov. 1 (beginning), continuo. 

 

Something similar applies to movement 27b (‘Lasset uns den nicht zerteilen’, fig. 13).  

 

 
Fig. 13. BWV 245.4, score, mov. 27b (beginning), bass and continuo.  

 

Here too, the continuo line in the score is split (it is striking that the notation of the stems up 

or down apparently had no consequences). All the surviving continuo parts only contain 

                                                      
44 With the exception of the Köthen Continuo part for BWV 199.2. 
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fourths. Whether the cellos and bassoons (by analogy with movement 1) played the six-

teenths is not certain; the organ and harpsichord should also be considered; the organ part is 

missing. 45 Perhaps there was an insert once. 

A special form of differentiation occurs in the recitative "Mein Wandel auf der Welt" 

BWV 56/2 (1726). The score contains a separate part for violoncello, which depicts the waves 

during Schiffahrt (fig. 14a). The parts from 1726 have survived, but in the continuo part and 

the organ part this differentiation is not present (fig. 14b). In the score a neat cello part has 

been written after this recitative (fig. 14c). It seems that Bach added the depiction of the 

waves only later, and that the cellist played along from the score on the harpsichord.  

 

  
Fig. 14a. BWV 56/2 score, beginning. 

 

  
Fig. 14b. BWV 56/2, continuo part, beginning. 

 

 
Fig. 14c. BWV 56/2, score, neat cello part after the end of the recitative. 

 

Of cantata BWV 188 (1728) only the score (incomplete, and scattered across the world) has 

survived. In movement 4, the aria "Unerforschlich ist die Weise" for alto, obligato organ and 

violoncello (instead of continuo), the organ part is written Chorton (i.e. one tone lower), alto 

and cello in Kammerton. Apparently, the violone and bassoon were not wanted here (fig. 15). 

 

                                                      
45 Arthur Mendel, NBA II/4, Kritischer Bericht, Kassel 1974, p. 89f., 15, 258. The differentiation in mov. 

20 "Erwäge" is discussed in Chapter XXIV. 
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Fig. 15. BWV 188/4, score, beginning; staves for alto, cello and organ (bottom two staves). 

 

From the fact that Bach applied these forms of differentiation, it may be concluded that he 

had the cellists play along, although the parts were not specified. Moreover, he only noted in 

the score of BWV 119 (1723) that the continuo was assigned to Violoncelli, Bassoni è Violon all' 

unisono col Organo respectively, and in that of BWV 7 (1724) to Violoncello è Continuo. In the 

first chorus of the motet BWV 226 (funeral service 1729) Bach had the vocal bass amplified by 

a cello; in BWV 174/1 (1728) he prescribed three obligato cellos. In works composed in Leip-

zig after 1730, the term violoncello occurs somewhat more often. However, real continuo parts 

explicitly for violoncello are rare. 46 Sometimes the violoncello is mentioned in continuo systems 

in scores or parts; this usually concerns differentiation. 47 It is not known why Bach more of-

ten mentions the cello separately after 1730; nor does a possible connection with the acquisi-

tion of Hoffmann's new string instruments in 1729 explain this.  

In Leipzig Bach called all his continuo parts Continuo in principle. So why have some 

violoncello parts been preserved? Not counting the parts of works written before Bach's ap-

pointment to Leipzig, eight cello parts have survived, as described above: 

 

- Cello parts that differ from the other continuo parts are found in BWV 8.2 (second 

version in D), 232.2 (movement 9), BWV 241 (second version in E) and 248.2I). 

- In BWV 97 the cellist apparently read along from the part Continuo pro Bassono e Vio-

loncello, whereby the bassoonist's part in movement 1 partly deviates from the other 

continuo parts (m. 53-59). 

- In BWV 100 the violone is silent in movement 3 and in parts of movement 5; the cel-

list played everything and therefore got his own part. 

- Only in BWV 195.3 is it unclear why the cello and violone were given a separate part: 

apart from articulation indications, their parts are identical to the continuo part. 

 

In other words, with one exception, Bach only wrote a specific violoncello part if it differed 

from the other continuo parts.  

                                                      
46 BWV 8.2 (version in D, 1747), 100 (re-performance after 1735), 195.3 (1748), 232.2 (Dresden 1733), 241 

(in E, 1749) and 248 .2(cantata I, 1734). A continuo part for BWV 97 (1735) was later assigned to Bassono 

e Violoncelli. 
47 BWV 191 (1743), 236 (1738/39), 241 (in D, 1748), 243.3 (after 1731), 244.2 (1737) and 1083 (after 1741). 
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Was the cello the standard continuo instrument with Bach? 
Various researchers believe that the cello was Bach's standard continuo instrument. 48 The 

question whether this is correct becomes interesting if one assumes that Bach's violone in 

Leipzig sounded in 8' position (§ XXII.3). In that case the possibility of choosing the violone 

as the standard continuo instrument was a real one: only the timbre and possibly the maxi-

mum volume of the violone and the violoncello differed. Therefore the question is relevant 

whether Bach had the continuo amplified by the cello, by the violone, or both. There is no 

simple answer to this question. 

 

- In his church music Bach calls the bass part in Leipzig standard Continuo. This means 

in any case the organ and almost certainly the harpsichord, supported by other in-

struments: cello, violone and/or bassoon. Which of the latter three were being played, 

however, is seldom specified. 

- In preserved Leipzig church music, the cello is mentioned 26 times and the violone 

about 22 times. These numbers do not differ much. The absence of such statements 

may be seen as an indication that the instrument played along without exception. 

- Bach mentioned both instruments together in his memorandum, 49 but that is perhaps 

only relevant for the situation after 1729, when Bach received new, almost certainly 

vertically played cellos. 

- No further indications can be found in texts or remarks by or about Bach during his 

lifetime. 

- Contemporary writers (Mattheson and adepts) praised the cello's clear tone and its 

ability to be played virtuosically, but it was only Quantz who described the cello as 

the standard continuo instrument (especially in arias for small ensembles). Bach was 

no longer alive at the time. 

 

The only way to answer the question is by looking closely at clues in the manuscripts of the 

music itself. For instance, only normal continuo parts must have survived, while the score 

shows that the cellists played along. This is the case with BWV 7, 56, 244.2, (245.4?) and 248.2. 

And from the separate late violone part next to the normal continuo parts in BWV 62 and 78 

it is clear that in this re-performance the cello was the standard continuo instrument: the vio-

lone parts were added. Finally, the violone part of BWV 1083 shows that the cellist probably 

played along with it. 50 In total this concerns seven or eight performances, almost all after 

                                                      
48 E.g. Hochreither 1983, p 17; Laurence Dreyfus, Bach's Continuo Group, Cambridge (USA) 1987, p. 

143f.; Bernd Heyder, "Bachs Aufführungsbedingungen", Das Bach-Handbuch 2, hrsg. v. Reimar Emans / 

Sven Hiemke, Laaber 2007, p. 51-96, p. 150f. 
49 Bach 1730, memorandum, BD I, nr. 22, p. 60ff., r. 16, 38f., 62f., 73f. 
50 In BWV 1083 (Tilge Höchster, Bach's arrangement of Giovanni Battista Pergolesi's Stabat Mater) differ-

entiation takes place. In a part entitled Violon, notes on several passages indicate that the violoncellist 

played alone here. Perhaps the cellist played along from this part, although he could of course also 

have played along from the harpsichord part. According to Johann Samuel Petri, the violonist should 

not play passages written in alto or tenor clef, but leave them to the cello. That Bach also adhered to 

this rule is evident from the violone part in Tilge Höchster. In m. 9 ("Laß mich Freud"), the continuo 

part is first played by the organ and harpsichord alone. In m. 9 violone and cello join in. From m. 17 

the cello plays without the violone, first notated in the tenor key, from m. 29 in the bass key. In m. 37 

the cello plays alone again, notated in tenor clef, from m. 42 in bass clef. Apparently it was a rule that 
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1729. The fact that the cello, violone and bassoon were all silent, so that the continuo part 

was only played by the organ and harpsichord, is a practice that Bach did apply in Mühlhau-

sen. Although he apparently also wanted this in one aria from the Weihnachtsoratorium, 

there is no indication that this happened more often in Leipzig. 

Nor are there any clear indications that the violone participated, and not the cello. 

There are violone parts for cantatas BWV 42 and 49, but no cello parts. But there are also or-

dinary continuo parts from which the cellist may have played. In the score of BWV 194.2, be-

sides the organ, apparently only Bassoni e Violoni were being played (see § XXII.4). But this 

concerns a performance outside Leipzig. Moreover, Violoni could also mean celli and violone 

together (see § XXII.4). So there are some indications that the cello was a standard continuo 

instrument; this is not the case for the violone. It seems that after 1729 Bach probably always 

two cellos playing, and if possible an additional violone. If Kuhnau's cellos were large and 

played vertically, there is no reason to assume that the situation was different before 1729 

than after. But if Kuhnau's celli were small and played horizontally, the 8' violone could have 

been Bach's standard continuo instrument between 1723 and 1729; it is not known to what 

extent celli were also played. 

 Bach almost always used the cello exclusively as a continuo instrument. In a few spe-

cial cases the cellist played solo. 51 In cantatas from the second volume in Leipzig (1724/25) 

obligato cello parts also occur, but Bach assigned them to the smaller Violoncello piccolo, 

which was probably played horizontally. 

Bach quite often used the indications pizzicato and staccato for the cello. Arpeggio, 

chord playing and the use of the sourdine are not found on the cello in the church works for 

Leipzig. 52 

 

It is most likely that Bach almost always had two cellos playing, and if pos-

sible a violone as well. The cellists almost always played everything. Only 

very rarely did Bach give the cellists a part that differed from the other con-

tinuo instruments. 
 

 

 

Rens Bijma, version 26-05-2022 

With thanks to Albert Clement, Jos van Veldhoven and Sigiswald Kuijken 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
the violone would be silent in the tenor clef, but play along again in the bass clef. It is therefore regret-

table that the NBA often did not adopt the authentic keys. 
51 In mov. 3 of the (probably) Leipzig re-performance of the Weimar cantata BWV 163 (Aria à 2 Violon-

cello obligat: è Basso), two celli have a solo part. And in BWV 174/1 (arrangement 3rd Brandenburg con-

certo mov. 1) there are three obligato cello parts. BWV 70/3 was described above. 
52 Prinz 2005, p. 576f. 
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A Jean Rousseau, Traité de la Viole, Paris 1687, p. 9. 

Car de mesme qu’on ne peut pas dire que la Basse de violon dont on jouë présentement en Ita-

lie ne soit une véritable Basse de Violon, de la mesme espece que celle dont on jouë en France, 

quoy qu’en Italie on la tienne d’une maniere, que ce qui est icy la Partie Inferieure, est chez les 

Italiens la Partie Superieure, parce qu’ils la tiennent sur le bras, au lieu qu’en France on l’ap-

puye contre terre. 
B Bartolomeo Bismantova, Compendio Musicale, Libro Principale, Ferrara 1677, enlargement 1694, p. 

[119]. 

 
C Sébastien de Brossard, Dictionnaire de Musique, Paris 1703, no page number.  

VIOLONCELLO. C'est proprement nôtre Quinte de Violon, ou une Petite Basse de Violon à cinq 

ou six Chordes. 
D Johann Gottfried Walther, Praecepta der Musicalischen Composition, Tome I, Weimar, [1708], p. 161. 

Violoncello, ist ein Italiaenisches einer Violadigamba nicht ungleiches Bass-Instrument, wird fast 

tractiret wie eine Violin, neml. es wird mit der lincken Hand theils gehalten, und die Griffe for-

miret, theils aber wird es wegen der Schwere an des Rockes Knopff gehänget und durch die 

rechte Hand mit einem Bogen gestrichen. Wird gestimmet wie eine Viola [but an octave lo-

wer]. 
E Johann Mattheson, Das Neu-eröffnete Orchestre, Hamburg 1713, p. 285. 

§. 22. Der hervorragende Violoncello, die Bassa Viola und Viola di Spala, sind kleine Bass-Gei-

gen/ in Vergleichung der grössern / mit 5 auch wol 6. Sayten/ worauff man mit leichterer Ar-

beit als auff den grossen Machinen allerhand geschwinde Sachen / Variationes und Mannieren 

machen kan / insonderheit hat die Viola di Spala, oder Schulter-Viole einen grossen Effect 

beym Accompagnement, weil sie starck durchschneiden / und die Tohne rein exprimiren kan. 

A bass can never be brought out more distinctly and clearly than in this instrument. Es wird 

mit einem Bande an der Brust befestiget / und gleichsam auff die rechte Schulter geworffen / 

hat also nichts / daß seinen Resonantz im geringsten auffhält oder verhindert. 
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F Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon, Leipzig 1732, p. 637. 

Violoncello, die Bassa Viola und Viola di Spala [ital. ] sind kleine BassGeigen, in Verglei-

chung der grössern, mit , 5, auch wohl 6. Saiten, worauf man mit leichterer Arbeit als auf den 

grossen Maschinen allerhand geschwinde Sachen, Variationes und Manieren machen kan; in-

sonderheit hat die Viola di Spala, oder Schulter-Viole einen grossen Effect beym Accompag-

nement, weil sie starck durchschneiden und die Tone rein exprimiren kan. Sie wird mit einem 

Bande an der Brust befestiget und gleichsam auf die rechte Schulter geworffen, hat also nichts, 

das ihren Resonanz im geringsten aufhält oder verhindert. s. Matthesoni Orch. I p. 285. Die 

viersäitigten werden wie eine Viola, C.G.d.a. gestimmt und gehen bis ins a1. 
G Joseph Friederich Bernhard Caspar Majer, Museum musicum, Schwäbisch Hall 1732,  

p. 79. 

§ 7. Der hervorragende Violon cello, die Bassa Viola und Viola di Spala Ital. sind kleine Bass-Gei-

gen / in Vergleichung der grössern / gemeinlich mit 4. starken Saiten bezogen / worauf man 

mit leichterer Arbeit als auf denen grossen Machinen allerhand geschwinde Sachen  / Variatio-

nes und Manieren machen kann; Insonderheit hat die Viola di Spala, oder Schulter-Viole einen 

grossen Effect beym Accompagnement, weil sie starck durchschneiden / und die Tohne rein ex-

primiren kan. Ein Bass kan nimmer distincter und deutlicher heraus gebracht werden / als auf 

diesem Instrument. Es wird mit einem Band an der Brust befestiget / und gleichsam auf die 

rechte Schulter geworffen / von vielen aber wird sie zwischen beeden Beinen gehalten. Die 

Application samt den Noten und Buchstaben ist folgende: 

 
 

p. 80. 

§ 9. Eine Fagott-Geige wird auf dem Arm gehalten, und wie eine Viola tractirt, auch ist die Stim-

mung also eingerichtet, nur daß sie durchaus um eine volle Octav tieffer, u. dieserhalben die 

Saiten alle stärker darzu genommen werden. Deren Ambitus u. Application der Finger und 

Buchst. ist wie bey der Französ. Baß-Geige oder Violon cello. 

[A drawing of the Fagottgeige is missing]. 
H Daniel Speer, Grund-richtiger kurz- leicht- und Nöthiger Unterricht der musicalischen Kunst, second edi-

tion Ulm 1697, p. 207  

Es werden auch Theils Brazen-Saiten mit silber- oder küpffernem zarten Draht von den Knöpf-

fmachern übersponnen/ welche Saiten hernach im Streichen gleichsam schnurren/ und wer-

den solche Violen/ um dieser schnurrenden Saiten halben / Viola di Fagotto titulirt. 
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I Johann Christoph and Johann David Stößel (Barnickel), Kurtzgefaßtes Musicalisches Lexicon. Chemnitz, 

1737, p. 417  

Violoncello, die Bassa Viola und Viola di Spala, sind kleine Baß-Geigen, in Vergleichung der 

grössern, mit 3, 5, auch wohl 6. Saiten, worauf man mit leichterer Arbeit als auf den grossen 

Maschinen, allerhand geschwinde Sachen, Variationes und Manieren machen kann; insonder-

heit hat die Viola di Spala, oder Schul-Viole [sic] einen grossen Effect beym Accompagnement, 

weil sie starck durchschneiden und die Thone rein exprimiren kan. Sie wird mit einem Bande 

an der Brust befestiget, und gleichsam auf die rechte Schulter geworffen, hat also nichts, das 

ihren Resonanz im geringsten aufhält, oder verhindert. 
J Johann Philipp Eisel, Musicus autodidaktos, Erfurt 1738, p. 44f. 

Von dem Violoncell, Basso Viola und Viola di Spala. 

Wir wollen alle drey in eine Brühe werffen: Denn alles dreyes sind kleine Baß-Geigen / auf 

welchen man mit leichterer Arbeit als auf dem grossen Violon allerhand geschwinde Sachen / 

Manieren / Variationes und dergleichen machen kan. 

1. […] Es ist schon gedacht worden / daß es eine Gattung kleiner Baß-Geigen sey, Viola di Spala 

oder Schulter-Viole wirds genennet, weils mit einem Bande an der Brust bevestiget / gleichsam 

auf die Schultern geworffen wird. Es schneiden diese Schulter-Violen ungemein durch / weil 

sie nichts haben / daß ihre Resonanz im geringsten verhindern kann / exprimiren darneben die 

Tone sehr reine / und sind beym Accompagnement von grosser Würckung. 

2. […] Die Bassoa Viola ist ebenfalls eine Art einer kleinen Baß-Geige und sonderlich unter den 

delicaten Frantzosen sehr gemein. 

3. Wie viel hat ein Violoncello Saiten? Insgemein vier / manchmal auch fünff / dann und wann 

trifft man ihrer an, die wohl gar sechs haben. 

4. […] Wir wollen nur bey den gemeinen viersaitigten bleiben / und sodann heisset die un-

terste [Saite] C. die andere G. die dritte D. und die vierte A. […] 

8. [Die vierte] Saite stehet im A. der erste auf gleiche Manier gethane Griff heisset H. der andre 

C. der dritte D 
K Johann Heinrich Zedler, Grosses vollständiges Univeral Lexicon, Achtundviertzigster Bande, Halle und 

Leipzig 1746, p. 1680. 

Violoncello, die Bassa Viola und Viola di Spala, ist Italienisch, und sind kleine Baßgeigen, in Ver-

gleichung der grössern, mit vier, fünf, auch wohl sechs Saiten, worauf man mit leichterer Ar-

beit als auf den grossen Maschinen allerhand geschwinde Sachen, Variationes und Manieren 

machen kan; insonderheit hat die Viola di Spala, oder Schulter-Viole eine grosse Würckung 

beym Accompagnement, weil sie starck durchschneiden, und die Tone reine ausdrücken kan. 

Sie wird mit einem Bande an der Brust befestiget und gleichsam auf die rechte Schulter ge-

worffen, hat also nichts, daß ihren Resonanz im geringsten aufhält oder verhindert. Besiehe 

Matthesons Orch. I p. 285. Die viersaitigten werden wie eine Viola, C. G. d. a. gestimmt und 

gehen bis ins a1. 
L Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen, Berlin 1752, p. 212ff. 

1. §. Wer auf dem Violoncell nicht nur accompagniret, sondern auch Solo spielet, thut sehr 

wohl, wenn er zwey besondere Instrumente hat; eines zum Solo, das andere zum Ripienspie-

len, bey großen Musiken. Das letztere muss größer, und mit dickern Seyten bezogen seyn, als 

das erstere. Wollte man mit einem kleinen und schwach bezogenen Instrumente beydes ver-

richten: so würde das Accompagnement  in einer zahlreichen Musik gar keine Wirkung thun. 

Der zum Ripienspielen bestimmte Bogen, muss auch stärker, und mit schwarzen Haaren, als 

von welchen die Seyten schärfer, als von den weißen angegriffen werden, bezogen seyn. 

2. §. Der Bogenstrich muß nicht zu nahe beym Stege, sondern wohl drey bis vier Finger breit 

davon abwärts geführet werden […] Einige streichen mit dem Bogen so, wie es bey der Viola 

da Gamba üblich ist, nämlich: anstatt des Herunterstrichs, von der linken zur rechten Hand, 

bey den Hauptnoten, machen sie den Hinaufstrich, von der rechten zur linken, und fangen 

mit der Spitze des Bogens an. Andere hingegen machen es wie die Violinisten, und fangen 
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denselben Strich mit dem untersten Theil des Bogens an. Diese letztere Art […] thut […] bes-

sere Wirkung  als die erste […] 

3. §. Ein Violoncellist muß sich hüten daß er nicht, wie ehedem einige große Violoncellisten 

die üble Gewohnheit gehabt haben, den Baß mit Manieren zu verbrämen […] 

5. §. Alle Noten müssen in der Lage, so wie sie gesetzt sind, gespielet, und nicht einige bald 

eine Octave höher, bald eine tiefer genommen werden; besonders diejenigen, mit welchem die 

übrigen Stimmen im Unison mit gehen. Denn dergleichen Arten von Modulationen bestehen 

aus einer förmlichen Baßmelodie: und diese kann und darf auf keine Art verändert werden. 

Würden dergleichen Noten auf dem Violoncell eine Octave tiefer gespielet, als sie gesetzt 

sind: so würde die Entfernung gegen die Violinen nicht nur zu weit seyn, sondern die Noten 

würden auch zugleich die gehörige Schärfe und Lebhaftigkeit, so darinne gesuchet wird, ver-

lieren. Andere Baßnoten, die nicht mit den übrigen Stimmen im Unison gehen, leiden noch 

eher, daß man dann und wann, wenn kein Contraviolon zugegen ist, eine Octave tiefer spiele: 

doch müssen es nicht melodiöse, sondern nur harmoniöse […] seyn, welche für sich keine ei-

gene Melodie machen, sondern nur zum Grunde der obersten Melodieen dienen. Die 

Sprünge, in die Terze, Quarte, Quinte, Sexte, Septime und Octave, auf- oder unterwärts, müs-

sen nicht umgekehret werden: weil diese Sprünge öfters zu Bildung einer gewissen Melodie 

dienen, auch selten ohne Absicht  von dem Componisten gesetzet werden; […] Eine gleiche 

Bewandtniß hat es, wenn ein Gang von einem halben oder ganzen Tacte öfters wiederholet 

wird; doch so, daß dieselbe Noten einmal um das andere, eine Octave tiefer oder höher geset-

zet sind. […] Ein solcher Baß muß gespielet werden wie er geschrieben ist. Denn wenn man 

diese Sprünge umkehren wollte, würde ein ganz anderer Sinn herauskommen. 
M Jakob Adlung, Anleitung zu der musikalische Gelahrheit, Erfurt 1758, p. 599. 

Violoncello heiß auch viola di spala. 
N Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule, Augsburg 1756. 

p. 3. Die siebente Art [der Geigen] heißt das Bassel oder Bassete, welches man, nach dem Itali-

änischen Violoncello, das Violoncell nennet. Vor Zeiten hatte es 5. Seyten; itzt geigt man es nur 

mit vieren. Es ist das gemeinste Instrument den Baß damit zu spielen: und obwohl es einige 

etwas größssere, andere etwas kleinere giebt; so sind sie doch nur der Beseytung nach, folglich 

nur in der Stärke des Klanges, ein weinig von einander unterschieden. 

p. 2f. Eine sechste Gattung, nämlich die Fagotgeige brauchet; welche der Grösse und 

Beseytung nach von der Bratsche in etwas unterschieden ist. [...] Man pflegt therefore [...] den 

Baß damit zu spielen: allein nur zu Violinen, Zvwerchflauten, und andern hohen Oberstim-

men; sonst würde der Grund die Oberstimme überschreiten, und, wegen den wider der Regel 

laufenden Auflösungen, gar oft eine widrige Harmonie hervorbringen. 

p. 3. Heut zu Tage wird auch das Violoncell zwischen die Beine genommen, und man kann es 

mit allem Rechte auch eine Beingeige nennen. 
O Johann Samuel Petri, Anleitung zur praktischen Musik, (Lauban 1767), Leipzig 1782 edition, p. 415ff. 

Vom Violoncello oder der soganannten Baßgeige. [...] 

§. 1. Das Violoncell ist ein mit vier Saiten bespanntes Baßinstrument, welches mit zwo starken 

besponnenen, und zwo unbesponnenen Saiten bezogen wird. 

§. 2. Die Stimmung dieser Saiten ist nach Quinten C, G, d, a. [...] 

§. 4. Die ehmaligen Celli mit einem dikken Halse taugten nicht viel. Sie hatten dikke Boden 

und forderten zu dikke Saiten, die dumpficht, obgleich stark klangen, und die Finger, die ze 

begriffen, gewaltig mitnahmen. 

§. 5. Die jezzigen Violoncelli haben einen dünnen und zum Umgreifen sehr bequemen Hals, 

und die Saiten sind dünne und klingen dennoch noch einmal so stark, als ehmals die groben 

Saiten, weil die Celli nach Art guten Geigen gebaut werden. 

§. 6. Der Stachel, der ehmals unten im Violoncello steckte, ist darum nicht mehr Mode, weil 

man in der Positur, wie man an demselben steht, nicht übersezzen kan, welches doch heut zu 

Tage sehr oft nothwendig ist. [...] 
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§. 8. Ein Violoncellist soll durchaus allezeit sizzen [...]. 

§. 9. Die rechte Stellung eines Violoncellisten also ist diese. Er setzt sich auf einen nicht zu ho-

hen, sondern der Länge seiner Füße angemessenem Stuhl, nimt das Violoncell zwischen die 

Beine und läßt es auf beiden Waden an beiden Seiten gelinde anliegen, da er es denn immer 

fester drükken und halten kann, wenn es ein Satz verlangt, wo er im Greifen und Streichen 

sich sehr tummeln muß. Nur soll er es nicht stets ohne Noth so fest einklemmen, sonst erstar-

ren ihm die Beine.  

§. 13. Die Saiten müssen nicht zu dikke seyn, besonders die beiden besponnenen C und G. Je 

dikker sie sind, desto dumpfigter ist ihr Ton. [...] Man soll vielmehr eine dünnere Saite zum C 

nehmen, und mit stärkerem Drahte bespinnen, beinahe wie Violondraht; alsdenn wird die 

Saite sich nicht nur leichter begreifen lassen, sondern auch viel volltöniger und reiner klingen, 

weil sie elastischer ist. [...] 

§. 14. […] Endlich, die kurzen altväterischen Bogen taugen gar nichts, sie gehörten nur in die 

Zeiten, da man das Violoncello für ein grobes Baßinstrument ansah, das keine Akkorde ma-

chen und keine Melodie spielen durfte. 
P Johann Mattheson, Grosse General-Baß-Schule, Hamburg 1731, p. 224f.  

§. 2. Solchem nach wollte ich [...] die [...] Täcte platterdings mit beyden Händen Octaven-

Weise spielen; nicht / daß es michr an völligen Griffen fehlen sollte / sondern damit / wie ge-

sagt / der Haupt-Satz desto vernehmlicher in die Ohren dringe. Dergleichen Verfahren wollte 

ich auch gerathen haben in den meisten Arien und Sachen / da der Baß anfänget / und was 

sonderliches sagen will: vornehmlich / wenn bey dem Clavier keine durchringende Instru-

mente / als eine Viola di Spala oder ein Violoncello, Beistand leisten / in welchem Fall es denn 

gleichgültig seyn. Kurz / die Ursache dieses Anfangs ist die Begierde zur Deutlichkeit. 
Q Johann Kuhnau, An E. Hoch Edlen und Hochweisen Rath zu Leipzigunterdienstliches Memoraial. Erinne-

rung des Cantoris die Schul und Kirchen Music betreffend, 1709, published in Spitta II, p. 856ff. 

12. […] und man nicht sehen kan, wo zu der übrigen Geigen Music, welche die angenehmste 

ist, wie sie izo in ganz Europa und auch bey uns starck bestellet wird, da bey denen beyden 

Violinen immer zum wenigsten 8 Personen stehen, und folgentlich zu denen gedoppelt besetz-

ten Braccien, zu Violonen, Violoncellen, Coloscionen, Paucken und andern Instrumenten mehr, 

die Leüte herzunehmen seyn, da sie alle in die neüe Kirche gezogen werden. […] 
R Johann Sebastian Bach, Kurtzer, iedoch höchstnöthiger Entwurff einer wohlbestallten Kirchen Music; nebst 

einigem unvorgreiflichen Bedencken von dem Verfall derselben. Letter to the Leipzig Council, 23. August 

1730 (‘memorandum’, BD I, nr. 22, p. 60ff.  

[...] Die Instrumental Music bestehet aus folgenden Stimmen; als: [...] - 2 zum -- Violoncello. 

[...] Und also fehlen folgende höchstnöthige subjecta theils zur Verstärckung, theils zu ohnent-

behrlichen Stimmen, nemlich: [2 Violoncellists. 
S Bach 1730 (memorandum). 

[…] Fernerhin zu gedencken, daß da 2nd Violin meistens, die Viola, Violoncello und Violon aber 

allezeit (in Ermangelung tüchtigerer subjectorum) mit Schülern habe bestellen müßen: [...] 


